
 

如       夢           令 

Ru      Meng      Ling 

[ru      məŋ         lIŋ] 

As if   a Dream  Song 

Like a Dream 

 

 

 

1. 

昨         夜       雨    疏        風      驟， 

Zuo       ye       yu    shu      feng   zhou,   

[dzuɔ     jɛ        jy     ʃu        fǝŋ     ʤɔu] 

Last       night  rain  sparse wind  abrupt,  

Last night the fine rain and gusty wind prevailed,  

 

 

濃         睡       不     消        殘           酒。 

nong     shui    bu     xiao     can          jiu. 

[nɔŋ      ʃuɛi    bu     ɕiau      tsan        dɕiou] 

sound   sleep   not   dispel   residual  wine. 

the deep sleep could not dispel the wine’s lingering effect.  

 

 

試         問        捲           簾                     人， 

Shi       wen      juan        lian                   ren,  

[ʃʅ        wu(ə)n dɕyɛn      liɛn                   rǝn] 

To try   to ask   to roll     window shade  person, 

I asked the maid how the flowers were as she rolled up the window shade, 

 

 

卻        道            海     棠        依                   舊。 

que      dao           hai    tang     yi                   jiu. 

[tɕyɛ    dau           hai    taŋ       ji                    dɕiou] 

but       to speak   begonia        according to   former. 

but she replied that the begonias were the same as the day before. 

 

 

2. 

昨         夜       雨    疏        風      驟， 

Zuo       ye       yu    shu      feng   zhou,   

[dzuɔ     jɛ        jy     ʃu        fǝŋ     ʤɔu] 

Last       night  rain  sparse wind  abrupt,  

Last night the fine rain and gusty wind prevailed,  

 

 

濃         睡       不     消        殘           酒。 

nong     shui    bu     xiao     can          jiu. 

[nɔŋ      ʃuɛi    bu     ɕiau      tsan        dɕiou] 

sound   sleep   not   dispel   residual  wine. 

the deep sleep could not dispel the wine’s lingering effect.  

 



 

試         問        捲           簾                     人， 

Shi       wen      juan        lian                   ren,  

[ʃʅ       wu(ə)n  dɕyɛn      liɛn                   rǝn] 

To try   to ask   to roll     window shade  person, 

I asked the maid how the flowers were as she rolled up the window shade, 

 

 

卻        道            海     棠        依                   舊。 

que      dao           hai    tang     yi                   jiu. 

[tɕyɛ    dau           hai    taŋ       ji                    dɕiou] 

but       to speak  begonia         according to   former. 

but she replied that the begonias were the same as the day before. 

 

 

知            否？      知            否？  

Zhi           fou?      Zhi           fou? 

[ʤʅ          fɔu        ʤʅ           fɔu] 

To know  or not?  To know  or not? 

Wouldn’t you know? Wouldn’t you know? 

 

 

應         是       綠         肥      紅       瘦。 

Ying     shi       lü         fei      hong   shou. 

[jIŋ        ʃʅ        ly         fei       hɔŋ     ʃɔu] 

Should  to be   green   fertile  red     thin. 

The green leaves should grow fertile and the red flowers should fade. 

 

 

3. 

昨         夜       雨    疏        風      驟， 

Zuo       ye       yu    shu      feng   zhou,   

[dzuɔ     jɛ        jy     ʃu        fǝŋ     ʤɔu] 

Last       night  rain  sparse wind  abrupt,  

Last night the fine rain and gusty wind prevailed,  

 

 

  (常           記                   溪              亭            日     暮，) 

(Chang      ji                    xi               ting          ri      mu,) 

[ʧaŋ          dɕi          ɕi            tIŋ       rʅ     mu] 

(Always   to remember   the stream  pavilion   sunset,) 

(I often recall the setting sun at the pavilion alongside the stream,) 

 

 

濃         睡       不     消        殘           酒。 

nong     shui    bu     xiao     can          jiu. 

[nɔŋ      ʃuɛi    bu     ɕiau      tsan        dɕiou] 

sound   sleep   not   dispel   residual  wine. 

the deep sleep could not dispel the wine’s lingering effect.  

 

 

 



 

  (沉             醉               不   知           歸             路。) 

(chen          zui               bu   zhi          gui            lu.) 

[ʧǝn            dzuɛi           bu   ʤʅ          guɛi          lu] 

(to become intoxicated  not  to know  to return   route.) 

(I could not remember the way back home in my intoxicated state.) 

 

 

試         問        捲           簾                     人， 

Shi       wen      juan        lian                   ren,  

[ʃʅ       wu(ə)n  dɕyɛn      liɛn                   rǝn] 

To try   to ask   to roll     window shade  person, 

I asked the maid how the flowers were as she rolled up the window shade, 

 

 

  (興          盡              晚        回            舟，) 

(Xing       jin             wan      hui          zhou,) 

[ɕIŋ         dɕIn           wan     huɛi         ʤɔu] 

(Interest   exhausted  late      to return  boat,) 

(Exhausted from the evening’s excitement, I returned late by boat,) 

 

 

卻        道            海     棠        依                   舊。 

que      dao           hai    tang     yi                   jiu. 

[tɕyɛ    dau           hai    taŋ       ji                    dɕiou] 

but       to speak   begonia         according to   former. 

but she replied that the begonias were the same as the day before. 

 

 

  (誤                入          藕      花         深       處。) 

(wu                ru           ou      hua      shen    chu.) 

[wu                ru           ɔu      hua      ʃǝn      ʧu] 

(mistakenly   to enter  lotus  flower  deep   part.) 

(and by mistake strayed deep into the lotus flower bed.) 

 

 

4. 

昨         夜       雨    疏        風      驟， 

Zuo       ye       yu    shu      feng   zhou,   

[dzuɔ     jɛ        jy     ʃu        fǝŋ     ʤɔu] 

Last       night  rain  sparse wind  abrupt,  

Last night the fine rain and gusty wind prevailed,  

 

 

  (常           記                   溪              亭            日     暮，) 

(Chang      ji                    xi               ting          ri      mu,) 

[ʧaŋ          dɕi          ɕi          tIŋ       rʅ     mu] 

(Always   to remember   the stream  pavilion   sunset,) 

(I often recall the setting sun at the pavilion alongside the stream,) 

 

 

 



 

濃         睡       不     消        殘           酒。 

nong     shui    bu     xiao     can          jiu. 

[nɔŋ      ʃuɛi    bu     ɕiau      tsan        dɕiou] 

sound   sleep   not   dispel   residual  wine. 

the deep sleep could not dispel the wine’s lingering effect.  

 

 

  (沉             醉               不   知           歸             路。) 

(chen          zui               bu   zhi          gui            lu.) 

[ʧǝn            dzuɛi           bu   ʤʅ          guɛi          lu] 

(to become intoxicated  not  to know  to return   route.) 

(I could not remember the way back home in my intoxicated state.) 

 

 

試         問        捲           簾                     人， 

Shi       wen      juan        lian                   ren,  

[ʃʅ       wu(ə)n  dɕyɛn      liɛn                   rǝn] 

To try   to ask   to roll     window shade  person, 

I asked the maid how the flowers were as she rolled up the window shade, 

 

 

  (興          盡              晚        回            舟，) 

(Xing       jin             wan      hui          zhou,) 

[ɕIŋ         dɕIn           wan     huɛi         ʤɔu] 

(Interest   exhausted  late      to return  boat,) 

(Exhausted from the evening’s excitement, I returned late by boat,) 
 

 

卻        道            海     棠        依                   舊。 

que      dao           hai    tang     yi                   jiu. 

[tɕyɛ    dau           hai    taŋ       ji                    dɕiou] 

but       to speak  begonia         according to   former. 

but she replied that the begonias were the same as the day before. 

 

 

  (誤                入          藕      花         深       處。) 

(wu                ru           ou      hua      shen    chu.) 

[wu                ru           ɔu      hua      ʃǝn      ʧu] 

(mistakenly   to enter  lotus  flower  deep   part.) 

(and by mistake strayed deep into the lotus flower bed.) 

 

 

知            否？       知            否？  

Zhi           fou?       Zhi           fou? 

[ʤʅ          fɔu         ʤʅ            fɔu] 

To know  or not?   To know  or not? 

Wouldn’t you know? Wouldn’t you know? 

 

 

 

 



 

  (爭             渡，                    爭          渡，) 

  (Zheng       du,                       zheng     du,) 

[ʤəŋ           du                       ʤəŋ        du] 

(To strive   to pass through, to strive   to pass through,) 

(Struggling and struggling to get through,) 

 

 

應         是       綠         肥      紅       瘦。 

Ying     shi       lü         fei      hong   shou. 

[jIŋ        ʃʅ        ly         fei       hɔŋ     ʃɔu] 

Should  to be   green   fertile  red     thin. 

The green leaves should grow fertile and the red flowers should fade. 

 

 

  (驚              起          一   灘           鷗   鷺。) 

(jing            qi           yi   tan          ou    lu.) 

[dɕIŋ           tɕi           ji    tan          ɔu    lu] 

(in surprise  to start   a     flock of  herons.) 

(a flock of herons suddenly flew skyward in surprise.) 

 

 

啊！ 

A! 

[a] 

Ah! 

Ah! 

 

 

 

Notes: 

- The [ɔ] vowel of ‘zuo’ [dzuɔ] and ‘zhou’ [ʤɔu] is only slightly opened from the close [o] vowel; it 

should be midway [o/ɔ] 

- Diphthongs and triphthongs that begin with ‘u’ or ‘i’ should have a [w] or [j] glide element even as 

each vowel is sounded, for example: 

o ‘zuo’ is both [dzuɔ/ dzwɔ] 
o ‘xiao’ is both [ɕiau/ ɕjau] 

- The ‘i’ in ‘ing’ and ‘in’ finals for should be between [i] and [I], as in [i/Iŋ] and [i/In]  

- Carefully distinguish between certain related but distinct initial consonants 
o ‘j’ and ‘zh’ - The tongue position for [ʤ] is different for ‘zhou’ [ʤɔu] and ‘jiu’ [dɕiou] 

 For ‘zhou’ [ʤɔu] the tip of the tongue is curled inward with the bottom side of the tip 

lightly touching the roof of the mouth 

 For ‘jiu’ [dɕiou] the tip of the tongue is facing the back of the upper front teeth (not 

touching), and the blade of the tongue lightly touches the roof of the mouth 
o ‘q’ and ‘ch’ 

o  ‘x’ and ‘sh’ 

- The [ɛ] vowel of ‘ye’ [jɛ] and ‘que’ [tɕyɛ] is slightly more close than in English ‘red’; it should be 

almost midway between [ɛ] and [e] 



- The [ɔ] vowel of ‘fou’ [fɔu] and ‘shou’ [ʃɔu] is only slightly opened from the close [o] vowel; it 

should be midway [o/ɔ]  
- The [ɔ] vowel for ‘yong’ [jɔŋ] and ‘hong’ [hɔŋ] is open but also slightly higher and more forward, 

with an element of the [ʊ] vowel included 

- Give special attention to the [ɣ] vowel, which requires simultaneously having the mouth open with 

slight ‘smile’ of [e], a flat tongue slightly raised in back, and raised soft palate 

- The [ə] vowel in ‘feng’ [fəŋ], ‘meng’ [məŋ], and ‘zheng’ [ʤəŋ] is higher and more forward position 

than in the English ‘junk’, combining both [e/ɣ] 

- Remember that the [ʅ] symbol used for ‘ri’ [rʅ] and ‘shi’ [ʃʅ] was created to represent specific 

Mandarin ‘i’ sounds and is not officially recognized as IPA  

o The [ʅ] of ‘ri’ [rʅ] is similar to that of ‘shi,’ but with less of a final [r] sounded  

o The [ʅ] vowel of ‘shi’ [ʃʅ] is higher and slightly more forward than ‘er’ final syllables in 

English words like ‘father’; it is sung similarly to the first syllable of ‘Shirley’ 

o Refer to the Mandarin Pronunciation Guide for details 

 

 

 

 


